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Abstract

In existing audio-visual blind source separation (AV-BSS) algorithms, the AV coherence is usually

established through statistical modelling, using e.g. Gaussian mixture models (GMM). These methods

often operate in a low dimensional feature space, rendering an effective global representation of the

data. The local information, which is important in capturing the temporal structure of the data, however,

has not been explicitly exploited. In this paper, we propose a new method for capturing such local

information, based on audio-visual dictionary learning (AVDL). We address several challenges associated

with AVDL, including cross-modality differences in size, dimension and sampling rate, as well as the

issues of scalability and computational complexity. Following a commonly employed bootstrap coding-

learning process, we have developed a new AVDL algorithm which features, a bi-modality balanced and

scalable matching criterion, a size and dimension adaptive dictionary, a fast search index for efficient

coding, and cross-modal diverse sparsity. We also show how the proposed AVDL can be incorporated

into a BSS algorithm. As an example, we consider binaural mixtures, mimicking aspects of human

binaural hearing, and derive a new noise-robust AV-BSS algorithm by combining the proposed AVDL

algorithm with Mandel’s BSS method, which is a state-of-the-art audio-domain method using time-

frequency masking. We have systematically evaluated the proposed AVDL and AV-BSS algorithms, and

show their advantages over the corresponding baseline methods, using both synthetic data and visual

speech data from the multi-modal LILiR Twotalk corpus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BSS and AV-BSS

In complex auditory scenes, humans with normal hearing ability are generally capable of listening

selectively to a particular sound source from a mixture of sounds including competing sound and

background noise. This is known as the cocktail party problem [1]. To replicate such capabilities with

machines is however extremely challenging, and a popular method for addressing this challenge is to

model the problem under the framework of blind source separation (BSS), where the mixtures are usually

assumed to be convolutive (or reverberant), in order to model the surface reflections of sounds in an

enclosed room environment [2]. Many algorithms have been developed to recover the original unknown

source signals from such mixtures [3]–[12]. Independent component analysis (ICA) [3]–[6] exploits the

statistical independence between source signals to address the BSS problem. Beamforming techniques

separate sources by exploiting the geometric information of source positions, assuming a far- and free-

field propagation model [7], [8] for the acoustic environment. With the sparsity assumption in an auxiliary

transform domain, masking techniques [9]–[12] can be applied to separate sources by evaluating various

cues such as inter-aural phase difference (IPD) and inter-aural level difference (ILD) [11]–[13].

Even though the above methods achieve good performance in near ideal conditions, i.e., noise free

or low noise level with relatively low level reverberation, they degrade steadily in adverse conditions,

e.g., in the presence of a high level of noise and reverberation and interfering sounds. To improve the

intelligibility of noise corrupted speech, it is beneficial to introduce additional information that is robust

to acoustic noise. One such type of information comes from visual cues (visual movement or lip-reading)

associated with the concurrent sound source production and its perception. Studies show that human

brains interconnect auditory with visual cues instead of dealing with the sound in isolation [14]–[18],

which considerably improves speech intelligibility in a noisy environment. Such a relationship, known

as audio-visual (AV) coherence, has been exploited to improve the performance of automatic speech

recognition [19], identification [18] and source separation [20]–[28] in a noisy environment. Using the

AV coherence to enhance BSS is known as AV-BSS [20]–[28].

One key challenge however is to model reliably the AV coherence, which, in AV-BSS, is established

by two levels of fusion approaches:

• Decision level fusion. The source signals are first localised using visual tracking, then the char-

acteristics of the separation filters are analysed based on either beamforming or convolutive BSS

[24]–[26].

• Feature level fusion. AV sequences are mapped into the feature space, and a statistical model

is applied for AV feature fusion. Coherence maximization techniques are used to assist BSS, via

directly estimating the separation matrix [20], [21], or overcoming the limitations of traditional BSS

such as permutation ambiguities [22], [27], or providing audio activity information [29].

In the above methods, the AV coherence is modelled from the ‘global’ point of view across all
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observation frames, assuming the sampling distribution exhaustively represents all the AV information.

However, the ‘local’ representation that exploits the temporal structures, i.e., the interconnection between

neighbouring samples, is not considered. As a consequence of ignoring local features, essential infor-

mation that locally describes a signal, is lost. Yet, this information plays an important role in speech

perception. For instance, several consecutive visual frames focusing on a region with the mouth opening

widely and sustaining for 200 ms (i.e., 5 frames) may indicate a long open vowel utterance, such as /a/;

the presence of only one wide open frame of the above visual snippet more likely indicates a short vowel

or a transition. To address this limitation, a better representation method for capturing the AV coherence

should be considered.

Inspired by the AV fusion framework in [23], [30], we use an AV dictionary to model the coherence,

where each atom in the dictionary has a bimodal-informative temporal-spatial (TS) inseparable [31]

structure, which contains coherent events in both modalities, e.g. a visual lip movement lasting for several

frames and a concurrent audio utterance, and the term ‘spatial’ denotes a position in the visual data. The

new framework focuses on the structure of local features that might occur at any TS location of an AV

sequence, rather than the sample characteristics of the whole AV sequence. Since in an AV sequence, there

exist a large number of redundant signal parts, which degrade the representation of the AV-coherence,

for instance, the bimodal-irrelevant parts of the video background as well as the interference sound in

the audio sequence do not contribute to the AV coherence. We aim to ignore these irrelevant parts, and

to obtain the characteristics of the bimodal-informative parts. Therefore, our AV fusion framework, to

some extent, resembles locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) [32]. Unlike the pre-defined dictionary

atoms such as the Haar wavelets and the Fourier basis, our dictionary is adapted for a specific scenario,

e.g, a person speaking, using an audio-visual dictionary learning method, as discussed next.

B. Dictionary learning (DL) and audio-visual DL

Dictionary learning (DL) is closely linked to sparse representation, whose aim is to describe a signal by

a small number of atoms chosen from a redundant dictionary, where the number of atoms in the dictionary

is greater than the dimension of the input signal. As opposed to using some pre-defined dictionary, many

DL methods have been proposed, to find the optimal dictionary that best fits the input data [30], [31],

[33]–[37], i.e., with a small number of atoms (representing a high level of sparsity) and a low level of

error.

DL methods often employ a bootstrap process iterating between two stages: sparse coding and dictio-

nary updating [31], [33], [34]. Firstly, the coding coefficients are obtained given the data and the dictionary

via e.g., greedy techniques such as matching pursuit (MP) [38], orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [39],

and convex relaxation methods such as basis pursuit [40]. Secondly, the dictionary atoms are updated to

fit the input data via e.g., the least squares solutions to optimal directions [41], iterative gradient descent

[42], singular value decomposition (K-SVD) [35], and more recently simultaneous codeword optimisation

(SimCO) [43].
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The above methods have been successfully applied to mono-modality data such as images. Yet, little

work has been done for multimodal data, e.g., audio-visual data as considered here. Tropp [36] proposed a

simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit method for multi-sensor data of the same type, which however

is unsuitable for audio and visual streams that have different dimensions and temporal resolutions. Monaci

et al. [37] proposed an iterative bootstrap coding and learning process between audio and visual streams

with de-correlation constraints. This algorithm is fast and flexible. However, it may result in spurious AV

atoms, i.e. physically-meaningless atoms. They proposed an improved audio-visual matching pursuit

algorithm [30], with a more consistent joint coding process, and successfully applied it to speaker

localisation in the presence of acoustic interference and visual distractors.

This method is nevertheless constrained by the following limitations. Firstly, the weights of the two

modalities used in the objective function can be unbalanced, as a result, the algorithm is sensitive to

changes in the size of dictionary atoms, the sampling rate of the training sequences, as well as scaling.

Secondly, due to the high-dimensional data used for learning AV atoms, it is prone to errors induced

by outliers including convolutive audio noise, and may result in over-fitting. Thirdly, the computational

complexity is very high. To overcome these limitations, we propose a more robust, efficient and size-

adaptive audio-visual dictionary learning (AVDL) method, which we then use to derive a new AV-BSS

algorithm based on probabilistic time-frequency masking [11].

C. Our contributions

1) AVDL: We build upon the DL approaches in [30], [35]–[37], [41], [42], and our method is also a

bootstrap coding-learning process. With a similar AV structure as in [30], each AV atom in our dictionary

contains an audio atom and a coherent visual atom spanning the same temporal length. The audio atom is

the magnitude spectrum of a snippet of an audio signal, which is robust to convolutive noise (as observed

in our experiments in Section V). The visual atom is composed of several consecutive frames of image

patches, focusing on the movement of the whole mouth region, rather than highlighting the activity of a

small part of the lips as used in [30]. The preliminary version of our work has been presented in [28],

and we have the following main contributions:

• A new generative model and a new objective function are proposed to balance the audio and visual

modalities, and to accommodate the different size, dimension, sampling rate, and the degrees of

sparsity for the two modalities.

• The AV training sequence is mapped into a low-dimensional space to avoid the over-fitting problem

and to improve the robustness of the AVDL algorithm to convolutive audio noise.

• A fast scanning and thresholding scheme is proposed for the coding stage to reduce the computational

complexity of the dictionary learning algorithm.

2) AVDL-incorporated BSS: We also demonstrate how the proposed AVDL algorithm can be used

to improve the performance of BSS algorithms for audio mixtures corrupted by noise. To this end, we
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consider binaural auditory mixtures, mimicking aspects of human binaural hearing. Mandel’s state-of-the-

art method [11] is used for this purpose, where the spatial cues of IPD and ILD are exploited to generate

an audio mask for source separation in the time-frequency (TF) domain. To improve the confidence of

the audio mask in adverse conditions, we incorporate the AVDL into Mandel’s method by re-weighting

each TF point of the mask, to derive a noise-robust AV-BSS algorithm, whose framework is introduced

in the next section.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall framework of

our proposed AV-BSS. Section 3 describes in detail our proposed AVDL method for modelling the AV

coherence, which is used in the off-line training stage of our AV-BSS method. Section 4 explains in

detail the separation stage of AV-BSS. Experimental results are shown in Section 5, followed by the

conclusions.

II. THE OVERALL SYSTEM

Training

AV sequences
AVDL

Off-line training stage

Audio mixture
Audio mixture

Visual mask

generationVisual mask

generation

Visual stream

Audio mixture

Visual mask

generation

Audio domain

BSS

AV Mask
AV MaskAV Mask

Source

estimates

Separation stage

Fig. 1. The flow of our proposed AV-BSS system: AVDL-incorporated BSS. It contains two parallel mask generation processes:

an audio mask generation process via a conventional audio-domain BSS, and a visual mask generation process via matching

the corrupted AV sequence to the AV dictionary, which is learned in the off-line training stage via AVDL, thereby aiming to

model the AV coherence. The integration of the above two masks is used to separate the target speech from the mixtures.

We present the block diagram of our proposed AV-BSS in Fig. 1, which contains the off-line training

stage (upper shaded box) and the separation stage (lower shaded box).

In the training stage, we apply the proposed AVDL to the training AV sequence associated with a

target speaker, and the learned dictionary is then used to model the AV coherence. The challenges in this

stage include dealing with the cross-modality differences in size, dimension and sampling rate.

In the separation stage, two parallel TF mask generation processes are combined to derive an AV mask

for separating the target source from the mixtures. One of the mask generation processes operates in

the audio domain, exploiting binaural cues to cluster each TF point of the audio spectrum coming from

different sources statistically, i.e. Mandel’s method [11] as mentioned above; the other process exploits

the AV coherence modelled in the off-line training stage, by mapping the corrupted AV sequence to the

learned AV dictionary using the MP algorithm, to approximate a visually-constrained audio estimate for
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generating the visual mask (a mask for audio separation based on video). Finally, the audio mask and the

visual mask are integrated to obtain a noise-robust AV mask, which is applied to the TF representation

of the audio mixtures for the target source extraction. These two main stages will be discussed in detail

in the next two sections.

III. AUDIO-VISUAL DICTIONARY LEARNING (AVDL)

AVDL is used in the off-line training stage of AV-BSS, which aims to learn the bimodal-coherent

parts from AV sequences, resembling the joint receptive field of human vision and hearing [14], [16].

For presentation convenience, we divide this section into four parts.

• The generative model of an AV sequence with which AVDL is derived.

• The coding stage of AVDL, which, given a dictionary, decomposes an AV sequence using the

generative model.

• The learning stage of AVDL, which updates the dictionary to better fit the data.

• The computational complexity of AVDL.

A. Generative model

We denote an AV sequence as ψ = (ψa;ψv) where the superscripts a and v denote audio and visual

modalities respectively. It contains an audio signal ψa and a visual signal ψv. Since using the audio

magnitude spectrum tends to be more robust to noise and convolutive filters as compared to the time-

domain audio signal (observed in Section V), hereafter, we transform the time-domain audio signal to the

TF domain (magnitude spectrum) via the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), using the same notation

ψa:
ψa = (ψa(m,ω)) ∈ RM̃×W̃ ,

ψv = (ψv(y, x, l)) ∈ RỸ×X̃×L̃,

where m and l are the discrete audio time (block) and visual time (frame) indices at different sampling

rates fas and fvs , y and x denote the pixel coordinates, ω is the frequency index of the audio spectrum.

The upper-case letters with tilde define the size of the AV sequence1. Our AVDL method is frequency

independent, therefore, we will intentionally drop the frequency index ω in this AVDL section for

notational simplicity: ψa = (ψa(m)).

In the same way, we define an AV dictionary D = {ϕk}, k = 1, 2, ...,K, with each atom denoted

as ϕk = (ϕa
k;ϕ

v
k) where ϕa

k has a unit Euclidean norm. Each atom has a similar structure to an AV

sequence:
ϕa
k = (ϕak(m)) ∈ RM×W ,

ϕv
k = (ϕvk(y, x, l)) ∈ RY×X×L,

1We use the tilde to distinguish the sequence size from the size of the dictionary atom defined in the next paragraph.
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where the upper-case letters define the atom size, which is much smaller compared to the AV sequence

size (Ỹ ≥ Y, X̃ ≥ X, L̃≫ L, M̃ ≫M ). Note that, W̃ =W in our implementation.

The bimodal-coherent parts of the AV sequence ψ can be described as a linear superposition of atoms

in the dictionary D, each of which is convolved with a TS-varying signal. Using a coarse temporal

resolution of the visual stream assuming fas > fvs , there are YsXsLs possible TS positions indexed by

(y̆, x̆, l̆) for each atom where Ys = Ỹ − Y + 1, Xs = X̃ −X + 1, Ls = L̃ − L + 1, and the generative

model is given as
(ψa(m);ψv(y, x, l)) ≈

(
ψ̂a(m); ψ̂v(y, x, l)

)
=

K∑
k=1

Ys,Xs,Ls∑
y̆=1,x̆=1,l̆=1

(
cky̆x̆l̆ϕ

a
k(m−mky̆x̆l̆)

bky̆x̆l̆ϕ
v
k(y − y̆, x− x̆, l − l̆)

)
.

(1)

We denote the approximation error (i.e. the residual) as υ = (υa;υv) = ψ − ψ̂. In equation (1), cky̆x̆l̆
and bky̆x̆l̆ together comprise the TS-varying signal being convolved with ϕk. mky̆x̆l̆ denotes the same

temporal position as l̆ with a finer resolution:

mky̆x̆l̆ ∈
{⌈

(fas /f
v
s )(l̆ − 1)

⌉
+ 1, . . . ,

⌈
(fas /f

v
s )l̆
⌉}

, (2)

where ⌈·⌉ rounds a number to its nearest integer. The coarse TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆) and mky̆x̆l̆ comprise a

fine TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆,mky̆x̆l̆).

In equation (1), each AV atom ϕk can be considered as an event that may sparsely occur (activate)

at the TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆) of ψ. For the visual atom, we have the sparsity constraint that the visual

activity (visual coding coefficient bky̆x̆l̆) is binary with value either 1 or 0, depending on whether or not

ϕv
k occurs at (y̆, x̆, l̆). For the audio atom, a more explicit sparsity constraint is enforced. We need to

evaluate whether or not the event ϕa
k occurs at a TS position, as well as how active (loud) it is. Therefore,

the audio activity (audio coding coefficient cky̆x̆l̆) is positive, and its value reflects the energy contribution

of ϕa
k at the TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆).

We denote Ω = {C,B,M} as the coding parameter set, where C = (cky̆x̆l̆),B = (bky̆x̆l̆),M =

(mky̆x̆l̆) ∈ RK×Ys×Xs×Ls . We enforce the sparseness constraint that there are only N non-zero elements

in C or B with N ≪ KYsXsLs:

N =

K∑
k=1

Nk, with Nk =

Ys,Xs,Ls∑
y̆=1,x̆=1,l̆=1

∥∥∥bky̆x̆l̆∥∥∥0 , (3)

where ∥·∥p is the ℓp norm, with p = 0 in this specific situation, and Nk gives the number of non-zero

elements for ϕk.

To learn a dictionary that best fits the generative model in (1), a novel AVDL algorithm is developed,

which, similar to [30], [35]–[37], [41], [42], contains a bootstrap coding-learning process, as in Algorithm

1. The learning process is stopped when the maximum iteration is achieved, or a robust dictionary is

obtained, i.e. for two successive iterations, the coding parameters Ω stay the same or highly similar to

each other. The coding and learning stages are detailed in the following two subsections respectively.
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Algorithm 1: FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED AVDL.
Input: A training AV sequence ψ = (ψa;ψv), and an initial D
Output: An AV dictionary D = {ϕk}, k = 1, 2, ...,K

1 Initialization: iter = 1, MaxIter

2 while iter ≤MaxIter do
3 % Coding stage
4 Given D, decompose ψ using equation (1) to obtain Ω.

5 % Learning stage
6 Given Ω and the residual υ, update D = {ϕk} for k = 1, 2, ...,K to fit model (1).

7 iter = iter + 1

B. Coding stage

We use matching pursuit (MP) [38] in our sparse coding stage, which is a greedy method that iteratively

chooses the optimal atom from the dictionary to approximate the signal. This facilitates the numerical

comparisons with the baseline method [30], whose coding stage also adopts the MP algorithm. The MP

is performed as follows: in the n-th iteration, the atom that has the highest value of the matching criterion

with the training signal, is chosen to approximate the signal, whose contribution is then removed from

the residual (i.e. approximation error). In the (n + 1)-th iteration, we continue to find the next optimal

atom and remove its contribution from the residual. In total, N iterations are applied.

1) New matching criterion: It is important to define an appropriate ‘matching criterion’ in the MP

algorithm, as it measures how well an atom fits the signal. For bimodal signals, the matching criterion

is composed of two parts — the audio matching criterion and the visual matching criterion. Since an

AV sequence generally spans a much larger size than an AV atom, the evaluation of the matching

criterion is calculated between an AV atom and an AV segment, extracted from the sequence (i.e. the

updated AV residual υ) at a TS position. For simplicity, we define a segment extracted from υ at the

TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆, m̆) as ῡy̆x̆l̆m̆ = (ῡa
m̆; ῡv

y̆x̆l̆
), of which ῡa

m̆ = [υa(m̆ + [0 : M − 1])] ∈ RM×W and

ῡv
y̆x̆l̆

= υv(y̆+ [0 : Y − 1], x̆+ [0 : X − 1], l̆+ [0 : L− 1]) ∈ RY×X×L. The segment has the same size as

an AV atom, and the short bar on the top distinguishes the residual segment from the complete residual

sequence. In [30], the following matching criterion Cav has been used:

Cav
Mon(ῡy̆x̆l̆m̆,ϕk) = Ca

Mon(ῡ
a
m̆,ϕ

a
k) + Cv

Mon(ῡ
v
y̆x̆l̆
,ϕv

k), (4)

where Ca
Mon = ∥< ῡa

m̆,ϕ
a
k >∥p , C

v
Mon =

∥∥∥< ῡv
y̆x̆l̆
,ϕv

k >
∥∥∥
p
, with p = 1 and < ·, · > denotes the inner

product. However, Ca and Cv may have different orders of magnitude and different variances. Hence, the

overall criterion is not balanced between the two modalities, and may approach a mono-modal criterion.

Moreover, this matching criterion is not adaptive to any size or magnitude change. For example, if we scale
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the audio signal by a factor γ, the matching criterion between υa and translated ϕk will be proportionally

scaled by γp, while the visual matching criterion remains the same. As a result, the overall audio-visual

criterion does not proportionally change, leading possibly to a mono-modal criterion. To address this

problem, we propose a new matching criterion:

Cav(ῡy̆x̆l̆m̆,ϕk) = Ca(ῡa
m̆,ϕ

a
k)C

v(ῡv
y̆x̆l̆
,ϕv

k), (5)

where Ca = Ca
Mon. In the new matching criterion, any size or magnitude change of one modality will

change the associated mono-modal criterion proportionally, while the matching criterion associated with

the other modality remains unchanged, therefore, the overall criterion is proportionally scaled.

Another limitation with the matching criterion in equation (4) lies in the visual matching criterion, which

is the ℓp norm of the inner product of the residual segment ῡv
y̆x̆l̆

and a normalized visual atom ϕv
k. In [30],

the video sequence is pre-whitened to highlight moving object edges, resembling the motion-selective

receptive field of the human vision system. However, using the whitened video, the visual matching

criterion in equation (4) results in the following problems: 1) A moving object with a complex texture

pattern contributes to a higher visual matching criterion than one with a plain surface, and similarly a

larger moving object has a higher matching criterion than a smaller object. 2) The faster an object moves

(or changes), the higher the value of the visual matching criterion. 3) The intensity difference is not

properly accounted for. For example, if a moving object with pixel values of all ones matches one atom

in the dictionary, then another object with the same size and motion trail with pixel values of all 0.1

is also considered to match with this atom. To address the above limitations, we propose a new visual

matching criterion:

Cv(ῡv
y̆x̆l̆
,ϕv

k) = exp

{
−1
Y XL

∥∥∥ῡv
y̆x̆l̆
− ϕv

k

∥∥∥
1

}
. (6)

In the above visual criterion, we consider the absolute difference between a visual atom and a visual

segment. The segment value does not directly affect the visual matching criterion. The exponential

operation enlarges the variance of the visual criterion, which prevents the overall criterion being dominated

by the audio modality. Another advantage with equation (6) is that, the low-dimensional visual feature

extracted at the TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆) can be used to replace ῡv
y̆x̆l̆

, e.g., the lip contour used in our

experiments, which greatly reduces the computational complexity.

2) Optimisation method: In the MP method, we use the matching criterion maximization as our

objective function. To optimise it, first we need to calculate the matching criterion of ϕk with the residual

υ at the coarse TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆). Considering the difference between fas and fvs , the optimum fine

temporal position mky̆x̆l̆ is obtained:

mky̆x̆l̆ = argmax
m̆

Ca(ῡa
m̆,ϕ

a
k),

s.t. m̆ =
⌈
(fas /f

v
s )(l̆ − 1)

⌉
+ 1, . . . ,

⌈
(fas /f

v
s )l̆
⌉
.

(7)
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The associated audio matching criterion is therefore obtained, denoted as Ca(ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

,ϕk). Then the

matching criterion Cav(ῡy̆x̆l̆,ϕk) can be calculated using equation (5) and (6).

In the n-th iteration of the coding stage, the optimum atom index kn and the associated translation

can therefore be found by maximizing the following objective function:

[yn, xn, ln, kn] = argmax
[y̆,x̆,l̆,k]

Cav(ῡy̆x̆l̆,ϕk). (8)

Then we can set values in the parameter set Ω:

C(kn, yn, xn, ln) = Ca(ῡa
mknynxnln

,ϕa
kn
)

B(kn, yn, xn, ln) = 1

M(kn, yn, xn, ln) = mknynxnln .

(9)

Finally, the residual2 will be updated via:

ῡa
ln ← ῡa

ln − C
a(ῡa

mknynxnln
,ϕa

kn
)ϕa

kn
(10)

There are N iterations in total. We summarise the coding stage in Algorithm 2, where the scanning index

Sav, described in Section III-B3, is used to improve its computational efficiency.

For the convergence of our AVDL, we consider the coding process to be complete when either of the

following two conditions is satisfied: 1) when the iteration number reaches the predefined number N , 2)

when the maximum matching criterion Cav(ῡynxnln ,ϕkn
) in the current iteration is smaller than δCmax,

where Cmax is the maximum matching criterion in the first iteration and δ is a selected threshold.

Note we do not use the residual energy ∥υ∥2 as the stopping condition, since in our coding stage, we

aim to approximate the AV-coherent parts, whose energy is not proportional to the AV coherence. This

residual may contain some AV-irrelevant parts with high energy, which are not approximated.

3) Fast searching factor for better convergence: A limitation in both the proposed algorithm and the

baseline algorithm [30] is the computational complexity of the coding stage. In this section, we describe

a novel method for improving its computational efficiency using a logical scanning index S(y̆, x̆, l̆),
computed as:

S(y̆, x̆, l̆) = Sv(y̆, x̆, l̆) · Sa(l̆), (11)

where · denotes logical conjunction (AND or product), and Sa and Sv are the audio and visual scanning

indices respectively.

The audio scanning index Sa is obtained by thresholding the short-term energy (of an audio segment

having the same length as the audio atom), i.e. Ea(l̆)), as follows,

Sa(l̆) =

{
1 if Ea(l̆) > δaEa

0 otherwise
, (12)

2To accommodate the visual sparsity constraint, the K-means technique is used to learn the visual atom, and therefore we do

not need to calculate the visual residual as for the audio modality.
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Algorithm 2: THE CODING STAGE OF THE PROPOSED AVDL.
Input: An AV sequence ψ, the dictionary D = {ϕk}, the threshold δ

Output: The coding parameter set Ω = {C,B,M} and residual υ

1 Initialization: Set Ω with zero tensors, υ = ψ, n = 1, Copt = Cmax = 0.

2 Calculate Sav using equation (11) to (14).

3 while n ≤ N and Copt ≥ δCmax do
4 % Projection

5 L =

{
{1 : Ls}, n = 1

ln−1 + {1− L : L− 1}, otherwise

6 for k ← 1 to K do
7 foreach l̆ ∈ L do
8 Calculate mky̆x̆l̆ and Ca(ῡa

mky̆x̆l̆
,ϕa

k) via equation (7).

9 foreach (y̆, x̆), y̆ ∈ {1 : Ys}, x̆ ∈ {1 : Xs} do
10 if Sav(y̆, x̆, l̆) = 1 then
11 Obtain Cv(ῡv

y̆x̆l̆
,ϕv

k) via equation (6) and Cav(ῡy̆x̆l̆,ϕk) via equation (5).

12 % Selection

13 Obtain [yn, xn, ln, kn] via equation (8).

14 Update Ω via equation (9).

15 Residual calculation via equation (10).

16 Copt = Cav(ῡynxnln ,ϕkn
)

17 if n = 1 then
18 Cmax = Cav(ῡy1x1l1 ,ϕk1

)

19 n = n+ 1

where δa is the audio threshold, Ea = (Ea(l̆)) ∈ RLs , l̆ = 1, 2, ...Ls, and Ea denotes the mean value of

Ea.

The visual scanning index Sv is obtained similarly to the audio index, i.e. by thresholding the energy

of the video image block after whitening. The whitening process is to highlight the dynamic lip region

and to remove the static background in the images. First, after applying the Fourier transform over the

third dimension (i.e. along l) of ψv(y, x, l), we equalise the spectrum (i.e. whitening) with a high-pass

filter to highlight the dynamic visual parts of the lip region. Then, we transform it back to the time

domain, ψ̃v(y, x, l), which is then smoothed with three simple moving average filters fy, fx and fl that
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contain Y,X and L elements respectively:

Ev(y, x, l) = fl

(
fx

(
fy(ψ̃

v(y, x, l))
))

.

We then crop a block of video from Ev = (Ev(y, x, l)) ∈ RỸ×X̃×L̃, starting from (Y,X,L), denoted

as Ĕv = (Ev(y̆, x̆, l̆)) ∈ RYs×Xs×Ls . We then focus on the peaky dynamic (i.e. mouth) region in each

frame by removing most of the irrelevant positions:

Ev(y̆, x̆, l̆)← 0 if Ev(y̆, x̆, l̆) < 0.8max
(
Ĕv(:, :, l̆)

)
Ev(y̆, x̆, l̆) otherwise

.
(13)

We obtain Sv by using a visual threshold δv:

Sv(y̆, x̆, l̆) =

{
1 if Ev(y̆, x̆, l̆) > δvĔv

̸=0

0 otherwise
, (14)

where Ĕv
̸=0 takes the non-zero elements in Ĕv.

We skip the matching criterion calculation at the TS position (y̆, x̆, l̆) for k = 1, 2, ...K if S(y̆, x̆, l̆) = 0,

thereby reducing the compuational cost of the coding stage significantly.

C. Learning stage

In this stage, we adapt the dictionary atom ϕk, k = 1, 2, ...K to fit the AV sequence. Due to the different

sparsity constraints of the audio and visual modalities, the K-SVD [35] and K-means algorithms are used

for learning the audio and visual algorithms respectively.

To demonstrate the K-SVD for the audio modality, we first introduce the notation vec(·) that represents

the vectorisation of a tensor and ivec(·|ϕa
k) that reshapes a vector to the same size as the tensor ϕa

k. To

apply K-SVD, the contribution of ϕk should be added back to the residual,

ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

← ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

+ cky̆x̆l̆ϕ
a
k, ∀(y̆, x̆, l̆). (15)

We then build a matrix Υk ∈ RY XL×Nk whose columns are vec
(
ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

)
, s.t. cky̆x̆l̆ ̸= 0,∀(y̆, x̆, l̆).

After that, we apply the SVD to Υk to obtain the first principal component:

Υk ≈ ukλkv
T
k , (16)

where uk and vk are the two singular vectors associated with the largest singular value λk. Then ϕa
k can

be updated via

ϕa
k ← ivec(uk|ϕa

k). (17)
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Algorithm 3: THE LEARNING STAGE OF THE PROPOSED AVDL.
Input: The parameter set Ω = {C,B,M}, the residual υ, the old dictionary D = {ϕk}
Output: A new dictionary D

1 Initialization: k = 1

2 while k ≤ K do
3 Update ϕa

k,C and υ via K-SVD using equations (15) to (18).

4 Update ϕv
k via the K-means algorithm

5 ϕv
k = Mean (bky̆x̆l̆ῡ

v
ky̆x̆l̆

), s.t. bky̆x̆l̆ ̸= 0, ∀(y̆, x̆, l̆).

6 k = k + 1

The non-zero elements in C associated with the k-th atom will be updated as the elements in the row

vector λkvT
k . The residual at the associated positions will be updated3 as:

ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

← ῡa
mky̆x̆l̆

− cky̆x̆l̆ϕ
a
k, ∀(y̆, x̆, l̆). (18)

The visual coefficients in B are either 1 or 0, which simply include or exclude one visual segment

to the class ϕv
k. Therefore, for the update of the visual atom ϕv

k, we use K-means to update the visual

atom.

The detailed learning stage is depicted in Algorithm 3.

D. Complexity

The computational complexity of our proposed AVDL is dominated by the coding stage, as for the

baseline method by Monaci et al. [30]. They are compared in Table I, where the complex operations

include divisions, multiplications and logarithmic operations, while simple operations include summations

and subtractions. We can observe that, for the audio modality, the proposed AVDL is faster than the

baseline method by a factor of 8/Nfft, assuming a 0.75-overlap STFT is imposed when applying the

AVDL. For the visual modality, due to the proposed new matching function, the calculation load is greatly

reduced in terms of complex operations, at the expense of importing additional simple operations. Note

that, this comparison does not include the computational savings introduced by the proposed scanning

index.

IV. AV-BSS

In this section, we describe in detail the three blocks in the separation stage of our proposed AV-BSS

system in Fig. 1:

3This step is necessary in case two allocated atoms overlap with each other.
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TABLE I

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY QUANTIZATION FOR THE PROPOSED AVDL AND MONACI’S METHOD.

Monaci Complex operations Simple operations

Audio O
(
KL (fa

s /f
v
s )

2 (L̃+ 2NL)
)

O
(
KL (fa

s /f
v
s )

2 (L̃+ 2NL)
)

Visual O (KYXL(YsXsLs + 2NYXL)) O (KYXL(YsXsLs + 2NYXL))

AVDL Complex operations Simple operations

Audio O
(
8KL (fa

s /f
v
s )

2 (L̃+ 2NL)/Nfft

)
O

(
8KL (fa

s /f
v
s )

2 (L̃+ 2NL)/Nfft

)
Visual O (K(YsXsLs + 2NYXL)) O (2KYXL(YsXsLs + 2NYXL))

• The audio-domain BSS, i.e., to generate an audio-domain TF mask for source separation.

• The parallel noise-robust visual mask generation process, using the AV coherence modelled by

AVDL.

• The integration of these two masks for the target speech separation.

A. Audio mask generation using binaural cues

The proposed AVDL method can be flexibly combined with many existing BSS methods in the

literature, and can in principle be applied to any number of mixtures. As an application example, however,

we consider binaural mixtures, which mimic human binaural perception. Mandel’s method, which exploits

the spatial cues of IPD and ILD, is shown to produce the state-of-the-art results [11]–[13], and is therefore

chosen as the audio-domain BSS to be combined with AVDL. The principles of Mandel’s method are as

follows.

A source signal arrives at two ears with different time delays and attenuations, exhibiting:

L(m,ω)/R(m,ω) = 10
α(m,ω)

20 ejβ(m,ω), (19)

where L(m,ω) and R(m,ω) are the STFTs of the left ear signal and the right ear signal respectively, at

the TF point (m,ω). The ILD is α(m,ω) and the IPD is β(m,ω), which can be statistically modelled

with Gaussian distributions [11]:{
pIPD(m,ω|i, τ) ∼ N (ξiτ (ω);σ

2
iτ (ω))

pILD(m,ω|i) ∼ N (µi(ω); η
2
i (ω))

, (20)

where i is the source index and τ is the discretized time delay index. Assuming the binaural signals are

mixtures of several sources, pIPD(m,ω|i, τ) is the likelihood of β(m,ω) originating from source i at time

delay τ , with mean ξiτ (ω) and variance σ2iτ (ω) of the distribution; while pILD(m,ω|i) is the likelihood

of α(m,ω) originating from source i, with mean µi(ω) and variance η2i (ω) of the distribution.

With the independence assumption of ILD and IPD, the likelihood for point (m,ω) coming from source

i at delay τ is pIPD(m,ω|i, τ)pILD(m,ω|i)φiτ where φiτ =
∑

m,ω p(i, τ |m,ω) is the overall posterior

probability of a TF point coming from source i at delay τ .
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The parameter set
{
ξiτ (ω), σ

2
iτ (ω), µi(ω), η

2
i (ω)

}
can be estimated iteratively via the expectation

maximization (EM) method using a Bayesian framework.

• E step. Calculate the posterior probability of a TF point (m,ω) coming from source i at delay τ :

p(i, τ |m,ω) = pIPD(m,ω|i, τ)pILD(m,ω|i)φiτ∑
j,ς pIPD(m,ω|j, ς)pILD(m,ω|j)φjς

. (21)

• M step. Update the parameters.

ξi,τ (ω) =

∑
m β(m,ω)p(i, τ |m,ω)∑

m p(i, τ |m,ω)

σ2i,τ (ω) =

∑
m(β(m,ω)− ξi,τ (ω))2p(i, τ |m,ω)∑

m p(i, τ |m,ω)

µi(ω) =

∑
m,τ α(m,ω)p(i, τ |m,ω)∑

m,τ p(i, τ |m,ω)

η2i (ω) =

∑
m,τ (α(m,ω)− µi(ω))2p(i, τ |m,ω)∑

m,τ p(i, τ |m,ω)
.

(22)

Once converged, we can obtain the TF mask for source i: Mi(m,ω) =
∑

τp(i, τ |m,ω). Using this

mask, we can estimate source i from either L(m,ω) or R(m,ω), by Ŝi(m,ω) =Mi(m,ω)L(m,ω). We

denote the TF mask that contributes to the reconstruction of the target speech as Ma(m,ω).

B. Visual mask generation using AVDL

In this section, we generate a visual mask from the noise-corrupted audio signal (i.e. speech mixtures

possibly with additional noise) and the associated clean video signal, given a dictionary D = {ϕk} that

has been trained on the target speaker. Previously in the dictionary learning section, we intentionally

dropped the frequency index ω for the audio modality since there is no difference in the operations

between different frequency channels. In this section, we aim to obtain a frequency-dependent separation

mask for separating the target speech, so hereafter we denote the elements in the audio modality with

both temporal m and frequency ω indices. For example, we denote ψa(m,ω) = |L(m,ω)| the magnitude

spectrum from the noise-corrupted left-ear mixture, where | · | is a modulus operator. Suppose ψv is the

clean visual stream related to the target source signal, we can first approximate the new AV sequence

ψ = (ψa;ψv) using equation (1), via the same MP method as used in the coding stage of AVDL, and

obtain the AV approximation denoted as
(
ψ̂a(m,ω), ψ̂v(y, x, l)

)
.

In the coding stage, the audio matching criterion is affected by interference. Yet, if the energy of

distortion is smaller than the target speech energy at a TS position, the audio matching criterion can

approximate the contribution of the target speech. For the visual modality, the visual matching criterion

is not affected by acoustic noise, and this avoids ‘fake’ matches caused by audio outliers. Here, we

consider interference and background noise as generators of audio outliers w.r.t. the expected audio from

the target. Therefore, the audio approximation ψ̂a(m,ω) gives an estimate of the contribution of the clean
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target speech in the matched TS positions, which is robust to acoustic noise. Comparing the reconstructed

audio sequence with the corrupted audio sequence, we can obtain a visual mask in the TF domain:

Mv(m,ω) =

 1, if ψ̂a(m,ω) > ψa(m,ω)

ψ̂a(m,ω)/ψa(m,ω), otherwise.
(23)

We set 1 as the upper-bound since we aim to recover the information embedded in the mixture that

directly comes from the target speaker. Hence, the reconstructed source magnitude should not be greater

than that of the mixture. For those temporal positions m where no AV atom matches the AV sequence,

the visual mask Mv(m, :) is set as 0.5. Since the reconstructed audio stream ψ̂a(m,ω) is obtained by

mapping the corrupted AV sequence to the AV dictionary, which encodes the ‘clean’ AV coherence

information, the ‘fake’ matches can be effectively suppressed.

C. Audio-visual mask fusion for BSS

Integration of the visual cues into the audio separation is realised by re-weighting of the audio mask

when the visual mask has a high confidence. This is achieved by applying the power law transformation

to Ma(m,ω):

Mav(m,ω) =Ma(m,ω)r(M
v(m,ω)), (24)

where the power coefficients are obtained by applying a non-linear mapping toMv(m,ω) shown in Fig.

2. We fix several of the power coefficients, and the other values of r(Mv(m,ω)) are obtained via curve

fitting techniques, e.g., the spline interpolation used in our method.

0 1
0

1

Mav(m,w)

Ma(m,w)

r(0) = 4.0

r(0.25) = 2.0

r(0.50) = 1.0

r(0.75) = 0.6

r(1) = 0.3

r(Mv(m,w))

Mv(m,w)

ut

ut

ut

ut

ut

4

0

2

0.25

1

0.5

0.6

0.75

0.3

1

Fig. 2. Combine Ma(m,ω) and Mv(m,ω) to obtain Mav(m,ω). The power coefficients are determined by a non-linear

interpolation with pre-defined values. For example, Mv(m,ω) = 1, then Mav(m,ω) = Ma(m,ω)0.3. The pre-defined values

are chosen to adjust the audio mask for minimising the potential distortion due to processing artefacts.

Finally the noise-robust AV mask is used for the target source separation by applying it to either

L(m,ω) or R(m,ω): Ŝ(m,ω) =Mav(m,ω)L(m,ω). The proposed AV-BSS is summarised in Algorithm

4.
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Algorithm 4: SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED AV-BSS.
Input: The AV dictionary D, the binaural mixtures L(m,ω), R(m,ω), the video ψv

Output: The target source estimate Ŝ(m,ω)

1 % Audio mask generation
2 IPD and ILD parameter estimation via equations (19) to (22).

3 Ma(m,ω) calculation via integration of the posterior in equation (21) over τ .

4 % Visual mask generation
5 Reconstruct

(
ψ̂a(m,ω), ψ̂v(y, x, l)

)
via MP using D .

6 Mv(m,ω) calculation via equation (23).

7 % Audio-visual mask generation
8 Mav(m,ω) calculation via equation (24).

9 Ŝ(m,ω) =Mav(m,ω)L(m,ω)

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

This section contains two parts: evaluations of the proposed AVDL and evaluations of the proposed

AV-BSS method. In the AVDL evaluation part, we used both synthetic AV data and short speech signals.

For comparison purposes, we also implemented Monaci’s method [30], in which we used the ‘K-SVD

C1’ type, i.e., ℓ1 norm in the objective function, and K-SVD in the learning process to update dictionary

atoms. We have quantified the performance of the AVDL in terms of approximation error rates for both

audio and visual modalities. Examples of the learned dictionary atoms for synthetic and real speech data

are analysed to demonstrate our proposed AVDL method.

In the AV-BSS evaluation part, we have compared our proposed method, denoted as AVDL-BSS, with

three competing methods, of which two BSS methods are in the audio-visual domain and one in the

audio domain. We evaluate the separation performance from two aspects, the signal-to-distortion ratio

(SDR) as well as the overall perceptual score using the PEASS tool-kit [44], which is specially designed

for perceptual objective quality assessment of audio source separation.

A. AVDL evaluations

In this subsection, we test our proposed AVDL algorithm, for both synthetic data and speech signals.

For demonstration purposes, we use short AV sequences. To obtain a computationally feasible algorithm,

we also apply our proposed scanning index to Monaci’s baseline method.

1) AVDL for synthetic data:

I. Data, parameter setup and performance metrics. Similar to [30], we also generate a synthetic AV

sequence, which lasts 40 s, with fas = 16 kHz, fvs = 30 Hz. The video size is Ỹ ×X̃×L̃ = 40×40×1200,

while the audio length is 640000 samples. The synthetic data is generated by scaling and allocating five
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(f) The generated AV synthetic sequence (only one second data is shown)

Fig. 3. The generative atoms and the synthetic data generated via the model (1). The white pixels have the minimal value 0

and the black pixels have the maximal value 1. Some atoms may have similar partial feature, e.g., AV atom: /i/ and audio only

atom: /u/ have very similar audio structures. The audio sequence is normalized, e.g., the maximal magnitude is 1.

AV generative atoms at 32 × 5 = 160 randomly-chosen TS positions. Each generative atom contains a

moving object on a white background as the visual atom and a snippet of audio vowels as the audio

atom, including /a/, /i/, /o/, /u/. Of the five generative atoms, three atoms contain both audio and visual

information, one atom is audio-only and one is visual-only, as shown in the upper row of Fig. 3. Part of

the synthetic AV sequence lasting one second is shown in the lower row of Fig. 3. When we generate the

synthetic data, the TS positions of the chosen atoms are randomly placed, and two allocated atoms are

allowed to overlap with each other. To simulate the noise in a real AV sequence caused by background

noise and image aliasing, and to test the robustness of our proposed AVDL to noise, 10 dB signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) audio noise and 20 dB peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) visual noise are added, both

Gaussian white noise.

To implement the AVDL method, the STFT is first applied to the audio stream to obtain the audio

spectrum ψa, with a Hamming window size Nfft = 512 (32 ms) equal to the FFT size and a hop-

size of 128 (8 ms), leading to a 75% overlap between the neighbouring windows. To synchronize with

the video stream, spectrum ψa(m,ω) was repeat-padded at the beginning and the end, and the audio

stream is hence downsampled to fas = 125 Hz. We set the dictionary size K = 5, the visual atom size

Y ×X × L = 5×5×6. Therefore, we have the audio atom size W ×M , where W = Nfft/2+1 = 257

and M = ⌈(fas /fvs )L⌉ = 30. To calculate the scanning index, we set δa = 0.05 and δv = 0.1. For the

convergence of AVDL, we set the coding threshold δ = 0.01 (.resp 0.05, 0.1) in the second (.resp fifth,

tenth) bootstrap iteration, and the maximal iteration number MaxIter = 200. In addition, we set the

specific ‘evolutionary’ TS constraint as follows. In the first coding-learning iteration (iter = 1), two

visual atoms are not allowed to have any overlap (i.e., by setting S(yn + [1− Y : Y − 1], xn + [1−X :

X − 1], ln + [1−L : L− 1]) = 0 after finding the n-th optimal atom in the coding stage). From the fifth
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Fig. 4. The converged AV atoms using our proposed AVDL (the upper row) and the competing method (the bottom row). Both

algorithms successfully converge to the right AV atoms in a few iterations. We have converted the spectral audio atoms learned

by AVDL into the time domain for ease of comparison.

iteration, two visual atoms may have at most half overlap, and from the tenth iteration when the dictionary

atoms already tend to converge, two atoms are allowed to have full overlap (i.e., keep S unchanged).

To evaluate the performance of the two dictionary learning methods, we use the approximation error as

the quantitative metric. We first generate five different training sequences as above, to train five different

pairs of AV dictionaries via AVDL and Monaci’s method. For each dictionary, 10 testing AV sequences

with each lasting 40 s are generated, and the learned dictionary is used to approximate these testing

sequences, with the approximated sequence denoted as ψ̂ =
(
ψ̂a(m); ψ̂v(y, x, l)

)
. Comparing ψ̂ with

the ground-truth signal ψg, which contains only the AV-coherent parts contributed by the AV atoms (the

first three generative atoms):

ψg =
(
ψa
g (m);ψv

g(y, x, l)
)
=

3∑
k

Ys,Xs,Ls∑
y̆,x̆,l̆

(
cky̆x̆l̆ϕ

a
k(m−mky̆x̆l̆)

bky̆x̆l̆ϕ
v
k(y − y̆, x− x̆, l − l̆)

)
,

we can obtain the audio approximation error Ea and the visual approximation error Ev separately:

Ea =

∑
m |ψa

g (m)− ψ̂a(m)|2∑
m |ψa

g (m)|2
,

Ev =

∑
y,x,l |ψv

g(y, x, l)− ψ̂v(y, x, l)|2∑
y,x,l |ψv

g(y, x, l)|2
.

II. Results comparison and analysis. After 10 iterations, both algorithms successfully converge to

three AV atoms, while ignoring the audio-only and the visual-only atoms. The upper row in Fig. 4 shows

the AV atoms obtained via AVDL, while the bottom row shows the AV atoms obtained via Monaci’s

method.

However, if we amplify the audio sequence, or re-sample the audio sequence with a new temporal

resolution or re-sample the video with a new spatial resolution, Monaci’s algorithm may fail to converge
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Fig. 5. The converged AV atoms using our proposed AVDL and Monaci’s method when there is extra convolutive noise applied

to the audio sequence. Our method successfully learns the three AV atoms, while the baseline method learns two accurate AV

atoms and two spurious atoms (the last two). For the first spurious atom, the visual atom is from the visual-only outliers, and

the audio atom is the combination of vowel /u/ and /o/. The second one contains the visual atom for the third generative AV

atom and a distorted audio snippet.

to the correct AV atoms, due to its sensitivity to the size change of the AV atom. For instance, Monaci’s

method converges to four AV atoms with the four vowels as audio atoms if we increase the audio amplitude

by a factor of 10, while the visual atoms are blurred by noise. In other words, Monaci’s method becomes

an audio-only dictionary learning method in this specific situation. However, our method still converges

to the AV atoms accurately, since changes of the criterion in one modality proportionally change the

overall AV matching criterion.

Moreover, our method is robust to convolutive noise encountered in a real acoustic environment where

sounds reaching the sensors are filtered by room impulse responses. Hence we ran another independent

test. A training sequence was generated with the same parameter setup, except that it was convolved with

a time-varying FIR filter with 100 taps (∼6 ms). i.e., at each TS position where a generative AV atom

is allocated, a 100-tap filter whose coefficients are randomly chosen is generated and convolved with

the allocated atom. Both dictionary learning algorithms are applied to this training sequence corrupted

by time-varying convolutive filters. After the convergence of both algorithms, we notice that AVDL still

successfully learns the three AV atoms. However, of the four atoms converged via the baseline method,

two are spurious AV atoms shown in the last two atoms in Fig. 5.

We then quantitatively evaluate the performance of our proposed AVDL via the objective metrics of

Ea and Ev. Fig. 6 demonstrates the performance comparison, which shows that the proposed AVDL

outperforms the baseline approach, giving an average of 33% improvement for the audio modality, from

a set of 50 independent tests, together with a 26% improvement for the visual modality.

2) AVDL for short speech data: To demonstrate our proposed method on real speech signals, we

applied our AVDL and Monaci’s baseline method on the multi-modal LILiR Twotalk dataset [45], which

was recorded with each subject uttering continuous speech. Sequences were obtained from 6 recordings,

with each lasting from 210 s to 240 s, sampled at 16 kHz. For demonstration purposes, only a one-minute
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Fig. 6. The approximation error metrics comparison of AVDL and Monaci’s method over 50 independent tests.

AV sequence data was used.

I. Data and parameter setup.
For the visual stream, we used the lip contour coordinates to represent the video stream instead

of the raw video for computational complexity reduction. A 38-point lip contour extraction algorithm

[46] was applied for both inner and outer lips. Then we normalized the lip region to make the outer

lip contour have a unit size, at the sampling rate of fvs = 25 Hz. After that, a new visual stream

ψv = (ψv(y, x, l)) ∈ RỸ×X̃×L̃ = R38×2×1500 was obtained. For the audio stream, we still used the

same STFT parameters and synchronisation with Nfft = 512 and a hop-size of 128, and the audio

sampling rate again became fas = 125 Hz. We set the dictionary size K = 20, the visual atom size

Y ×X × L = 38×2×10. Therefore, we had the audio atom size W ×M , where W = Nfft/2+1 = 257

and M = ⌈(fas /fvs )L⌉ = 50. The other parameters were the same as those used in the previous subsection

for synthetic data.

We applied Monaci’s method for comparison. For the visual stream, we first manually cropped a rough

lip region from the original video as the visual sequence with the size of Ỹ × X̃ × L̃ = 80×120×1500.

We then ‘pre-whitened’ the cropped video data to highlight the moving object edges, i.e., pixels in the

neighbourhood of lip contours, and the 3D whitening technique [33] was applied. For the audio stream,

a normalized audio sequence with a unit maximum magnitude and a sampling rate of fas = 16 kHz was

used. We set the visual atom size Y ×X × L = 64×96×10. Therefore, the audio atom size was 1×M ,

where M = ⌈(fas /fvs )L⌉ = 6400. To balance the audio and visual modalities, we amplified the audio

stream with a factor4 of 10000. The other parameters were set the same as for AVDL.

II. Results comparison and analysis.

4This factor is not adaptive to size changes, and it was empirically chosen in case the baseline method reduced to audio-only

or visual-only. This factor was only effective with the predefined parameter setup. Any parameter change, e.g., the visual atom

size set to 32× 32× 10 resulted in the failure of the baseline method in our tests.
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Fig. 7. The converged AV atoms after applying our proposed AVDL algorithm (upper row) and the competing method (bottom

row) to AV data from LILiR Twotalk database. The visual atom in AVDL contains only the normalized coordinates of the lip

region. For ease of visual comparison, we reconstruct the lip intensity images, by mapping the TS positions of a learnt visual

atom in the lip contour data to the original video, and calculating the mean of the projected regions. We also transform the

time-frequency domain atom learned via AVDL to the time domain.

Both dictionary learning methods converged after 15 iterations. Our proposed AVDL produced 13 AV

atoms, while the baseline method produced only 7 AV atoms. We show one converged AV atom for each

algorithm in Fig. 7, which correspond to the same generative AV atom.

From Fig. 7, we notice that the visual atom obtained via AVDL has a distinct outline, while the one

obtained via Monaci’s method is blurred, which means the learned visual atom via the baseline method

tends to be distorted by other visual atoms or outliers. For the audio atom, some useful signal parts are

truncated with Monaci’s method, compared to that learned via AVDL. The cause of this problem is that

some audio segments with high magnitude (and energy) are matched with the AV atom although their

audio structures are not very similar, i.e., an outlier might be incorrectly matched with the AV atom. The

updated AV atom, i.e., the first principal component of all the matched audio segments associated with

the AV atom, is affected by the outlier, and therefore suffers from the information loss and distortion.

B. AV-BSS evaluations

1) Off-line training: The LILiR Twotalk corpus is also used here for training the AV dictionary,

to improve the performance of the BSS. The first four of six sequences lasting 23278 frames in total

(approximately 931 s) were concatenated for training. We enlarged the dictionary size to K = 100 to

represent the AV sequence more explicitly. For the other parameters, we used the same setup as in the

previous subsection V-A2.

After the dictionary learning, K = 80 meaningful dictionary atoms were learned, of which two are

shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Converged dictionary atoms using our proposed AVDL. Each learned AV atom contains an audio atom and an associated

visual atom. The audio atom is the magnitude spectrum, while the visual atoms contains the 38 lip contour coordinates in 10

consecutive frames. In the above figure, we reconstruct the lip regions via the lip contour coordinates to demonstrate the learned

visual atoms. The first AV atom represents the utterance of ‘marine’ /mUr:n/ while the second one denotes the utterance of ‘port’

/pl:t/.

The converged atoms can represent about 7380 frames of the training sequence in the coding process,

excluding about 6400 silence frames. Therefore, there were still 9500 frames that were not properly

represented by the learned dictionary. The reason behind this is that human speech produces a very

complex signal, and a limited number of atoms (80 in our experiment) can hardly represent all the

utterance variations. Also, some utterances appeared only once or too few times, therefore AVDL may

consider them as outliers. Furthermore, we need to stress that we aim to learn and reconstruct the most

bimodal-informative structures of the AV sequence, rather than fully reconstructing it. Monaci’s method

is also applied to train another dictionary, which is used in AV-BSS for comparison.

2) Data, parameter setup for separation: We used the other two video sequences associated with

the target speaker for testing. The interfering speech came from another speaker. We considered real-

environment auditory mixtures, assuming a time-invariant mixing process. The binaural room impulse

responses (BRIRs) measured by Hummersone [47] were used, which were recorded using a dummy

head in four reverberant rooms in the University of Surrey, indexed by A, B, C and D. The average

reverberation times are [320 470 680 890] ms respectively. To simulate the room mixtures, we set the

target speaker to an azimuth of zero degrees, i.e. in front of the dummy head, and we changed the azimuth

of the interfering speaker on the right hand side, varying from 15◦ to 90◦ with an increment of 15◦. In

each of the six interference angles, 15 pairs of source signals were randomly chosen from the two testing

sequences associated with the target speaker, as well as sequences associated with the interfering speaker,

each lasting 10 s. The source signals were passed through the BRIRs to generate the mixtures. To test

the robustness of our algorithm, Gaussian white noise was added to the mixtures at different SNRs.

We compared our proposed AV-BSS method, i.e. ‘AVDL-BSS’, with three competing algorithms that
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Fig. 9. The signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) comparison for five different rooms without (upper row) and with 10 dB Gaussian

white (lower row) noise corruption. The higher the SDR, the better the performance.

we implemented. The first one is Mandel’s state-of-the-art audio-domain method, as introduced in Section

IV-A, which we denote as ‘Mandel’. We then incorporated the learned dictionary via Monaci’s method

using the proposed separation method, denoted as ‘Monaci-BSS’. Since the audio atoms learned via

Monaci’s method are in the time domain, while the separation is mainly in the TF domain, we first

transformed these atoms into the TF domain. We also compared the results of another AV-BSS method

that we proposed previously based on ICA [27], where the AV coherence is modelled by Gaussian mixture

models and coherence maximization is used to solve the permutation problem caused by ICA techniques,

which we denote as ‘AV-LIU’. However, we neglected the feature selection process, since the visual

sampling rate for the dataset was 25 Hz, which was relatively low compared to the data used in [27].

3) Experimental results of AV-BSS: To evaluate the performance of the BSS methods, we used the

separation metrics of signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and a new perceptual objective quality assessment

of audio source separation using PEASS [44] tool-kit. In PEASS [44], the overall-perceptual-score (OPS)

has a high coherence with subjective perceptual evaluation, which we denote as OPS-PEASS, and it was

used as the perceptual evaluation metric.

I. SDR. First the SDR comparison is shown in Fig. 9, from which we notice that in a reverberant

room, AV-LIU failed to produce satisfactory results. For ICA algorithms, a filter is needed at least two

times the length of the room impulse filter. For instance, a one-second-long separation filter is needed if

RT60 = 500 ms. Therefore, the statistics of a one-second-long data record need to be derived to obtain
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Fig. 10. The overall perceptual score (OPS) comparison via the PEASS without (upper row) and with 10 dB Gaussian white

(lower row) noise corruption. The higher the PEASS, the better the performance.

the separation filter coefficients, which is in practice not feasible for speech signals, since speech is

stationary only in a short period, e.g., 30 ms. However, in practical room environments, our proposed

AVDL-BSS achieved the best SDR performance, especially with the presence of background noise. For

example, when 10 dB noise was added, our method shows approximately 1 dB improvement, compared

to Monaci-BSS and Mandel’s method, especially when the input angle of the two sources was large.

The results show that AVDL-BSS offers much better performance than the baseline methods for noisy

mixtures.

We also note when the two sources are very near to each other (input angle is small), all the methods

fail to produce satisfactory results, since the mixing filters exhibit strong singularity, and hence give

similar directions of arrival (DOA) as well as near-zero IPDs and ILDs.

II. OPS-PEASS. Finally we compared the perceptual metric using OPS-PEASS. From Fig. 10, we

found that our method suffered from an average of 3 points loss compared to Mandel’s method in the

noise-free condition. We believe the reason lies in the imperfect match between atoms from the learned

dictionary with the testing sequence. Since one learned atom resembles the common characteristics of

one AV event that occurs at different TS positions, which is not identical with any new occurrence of the

same AV event, some artificial distortion is incurred. In an ideal noise-free environment, the audio-domain

method already successfully generates an accurate audio mask in the TF domain, and further processing

using the visual mask may introduce artificial distortions that degrade the accuracy to some extent. The
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lack of audio spectral whitening or perceptual pre-emphasis gives greater importance to low frequency

as described using SDR, rather than mid-range frequencies. However in adverse conditions, our method

shows some advantages over Mandel’s method with an average of 2 point improvement. Even though the

improvement was modest, it demonstrates that our learned dictionary inherited the underlying audio-visual

coherence, and each converged AV atom could be used for separation (and potentially other applications

in the field of bimodal signal processing such as localisation, verification and recognition). Interestingly,

the AV-LIU method, which exhibited the worst SDR performance shows the highest OPS score for the

most reverberant room D. There are three possible reasons behind this observation. First, the sigmoid

function that is used in PEASS to non-linearly evaluate the target distortion, the interference distortion

and the artefact distortion, gives less priority to the artefact distortion mainly caused by background

noise. Second, the long reverberation blurs the TF spectrum, which exhibits consistency in the ICA-

based separation process and therefore suppresses the interference distortion. Third, the separation is

not dependent solely on the reverberation time, it is affected by direct-to-reverberant ratios (DRRs) as

well, where DRRs for the four different reverberant rooms are [6.09 5.31 8.82 6.12] dB respectively. The

complex relationship of the ICA performance with RT60 and DRR needs further study.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an audio-visual dictionary learning (AVDL) algorithm that can capture the most

AV-coherent structures of an AV sequence. The dictionary learned via AVDL implicitly inherits the

bimodal coherence robustness to acoustic noise, and therefore can be used to improve the performance of

traditional audio domain BSS methods in noisy environments. In our proposed AV-BSS system, a visual

mask is generated by matching the corrupted AV sequence to the learned AV dictionary. Considering the

binaural room mixtures, an audio mask is generated in parallel using the spatial cues of IPDs and ILDs.

Integrating the above two masks, a visually constrained noise-robust mask is generated for separating the

target speech signal. We have tested our proposed AVDL on both synthetic data and the LILiR Twotalk

corpus, and numerical results show the advantages of our method, with a greatly reduced computational

load and a smaller approximation error rate, compared to another baseline audio-visual dictionary learning

method. We have also tested our proposed AV-BSS method using a dictionary learned from the LILiR

Twotalk corpus, which shows a performance improvement in noisy reverberant room environments in

terms of signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and overall-perceptual-score (OPS) using the PEASS tool-kit.
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